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Abstract

In this paper, we present an effective approach to
locate scene text in images based on connected com-
ponents analysis (CCA). Our approach first utilizes a
multi-scale adaptive local thresholding operator to con-
vert an image into two complementary binary images.
Then, connected components (CCs) are extracted from
both of them, which ensures that bright or dark text
in contrast to background can be detected. Further,
some rules are designed based on stroke features to ver-
ify whether a connected component belongs to charac-
ters, and the obtained candidate components are fur-
ther checked on the word level by using a graph to
represent spatial relation of different components. Fi-
nally, scene text regions are localized by searching the
collinear maximum group over the graph. The compar-
ison experiments of the proposed method with some rep-
resentative state-of-the-art methods, on the challenging
dataset ICDAR 2003, show that the proposed approach
is very effective, and it is robust to text of different sizes,
fonts, colors, as well as orientation of text lines.

1 Introduction

As the demand of artificial intelligence applications,
many researchers focus on how to extract semantic in-
formation from documents, images and videos accu-
rately. In [8], automatic detection of traffic signs guar-
antees the normal operation of transportation systems.
Scene text localization can offer help to blind and vi-
sually impaired people [10]. In the massive data man-
agement respect, multimedia indexing and retrieval are
also based on text localization technique. Shortly, text
extraction has been a popular research topic in recent
years. Scene text refers to the text existing in im-
ages and videos naturally and usually captured by cam-
era. Compared with artificial text in movies, scene
text shows the diversities in size, font, color and align-

ment. What is more, illumination and shooting angle
can cause deformed scene text in images. So scene
text extraction becomes a challenging and demanding
research issue.

The main text localization methods can be classified
into six categories. (1) Edge-based method. Chen et
al. [4] exploited a multi-scale Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG) edge detector to obtain the edges set in the coarse
detection phase. Kumar et al. [9] localized text regions
by detecting closely packed vertical edges. This kind of
methods are simple, but they are susceptible to the inter-
ference of complex background. (2) Frequency-based
method. Goto [7] redefined the DCT-based feature and
used an unsupervised thresholding method to classify
text and non-text regions. (3) Connected component-
based method. B. Gatos et al. [3] extracted CCs based
on an efficient binarization and enhancement technique
from the candidate binary image. (4) Machine learning
based method. Chen et al. [5] applied an AdaBoost ma-
chine learning algorithm to train a cascade with 4 strong
classifier containing 79 features which is used to clas-
sify text candidate regions. Lukas et al. [12] exploited
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [11] as
candidate subjects and used the SVM to discriminate
character and non-character regions. This kind of ap-
proaches needs a large number of training data in the
training stage, so they are time-consuming in construct-
ing system. (5) Feature combination method. To solve
the “uncertain” pattern of scene text, Ye et al. [13] pro-
posed a text detection method combining several fea-
tures such as color, spatial layout, texture and statis-
tics on OCR results. Similarly, Yi [14] used edge and
color features to locate text regions. (6) Text structure-
based method. In [15], Yi et al. partitioned scene
images into binary maps of non-overlapped connected
components based on gradient and color, and then ex-
ploited the grouping method based on the structure fea-
ture of characters and text line arrangement. Epshtein
et al. [6] presented a novel image operator to calculate
the stroke width for each image pixel, and scene text
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was detected based on the stroke width map. Compared
with the state-of-the art methods mentioned above, the
proposed approach owns high applicability and adapt-
ability. Our method can process not only brighter text
but also darker text through simultaneously applying
the related computation on two complementary images
without conditional assumption. In addition, our system
does not require preliminary training procedure, so it is
more time-efficient in system construction than some
machine learning based methods.

2 The proposed method

The framework of the proposed approach is shown in
Figure 1. We firstly exploit a multi-scale adaptive local
thresholding operator in binarization which can detect
text of different sizes and colors. Then, we extract CCs
from two complementary images. Further, the text ver-
ification is conducted at character level and word level
on the candidate CCs. Finally, text regions localized in
two images are refined and merged in post-processing.

Figure 1. The framework of our approach.

2.1 Image binarization

The size of scene text in natural images may be sig-
nificantly different, so we apply a set of multi-scale slid-
ing windows with sizes 11× 11,41× 41,81× 81,111×
111,161 × 161 pixels respectively. For an image, the
sliding window moves from left to right and from top to
bottom, and the size is gradually zoomed in during the
scanning process. Given an image O, we firstly convert
it to gray scale before the following computation. Let
Ok

xy denote a sub-image in n(k) ∗ n(k) sliding window
with point (x, y) as the top-left vertex. The intensity
mean mk

xy and intensity variance skxy of Ok
xy are calcu-

lated. If the following condition,

skxy > sth, sth = α ∗ (max(I(i, j))−min(I(i, j))) (1)

is satisfied, the sub-image Ok
xy would be binarized with

mk
xy as a threshold, where I(i, j) denotes the intensity

value of pixel (i, j) in Ok
xy and α = 0.3. If the con-

dition as formula (1) is not satisfied, the size of the

slide window, n(k), will increase and the previous com-
putation is repeated until the condition is satisfied or
n(k) = 161. After binarization, the sliding window
forward 0.5 ∗ (n(k∗)− 1) pixels, where n(k∗) denotes
the width of the sliding window in the last binarization
computation. If the termination conditions are satis-
fied but an appropriate threshold cannot be found, Ok

xy

is taken as background and then the sliding window
moves forward three pixels. The same computation is
repeated for each sliding position until the whole image
is scanned. At last, we obtain a binary image (255 for
text and 0 for background). The proposed algorithm bi-
narizes an image only through one-time scanning and it
is robust to text of different colors and sizes in natural
scenes.

2.2 Connected components extraction

Firstly, we conduct morphological “close” operation
on the binary image obtained previously to remove cer-
tain scattered and tiny regions. Many researchers as-
sume that text pixels should have much higher intensi-
ties than background pixels in binarization, which re-
sults in that some darker text in bright background is
missed. In our approach, considering both cases, we in-
verse the binary image obtained to get another comple-
mentary image and conduct connected components ex-
traction and text localization on both of them, as shown
in Figure 2. Figure 2(b)(c) are two complementary im-
ages containing bright text and dark text respectively,
where white pixels denote candidate text regions. The
red and green lines are used to mark three dark text re-
gions and six bright text regions.

Figure 2. CCs extraction results. (a)The
original image. (b)Bright CCs extraction.
(c)Dark CCs extraction.

2.3 Text verification

Text verification is carried on on two levels. Con-
cretely, one is the character level based on the features
of text stroke structure and the other is the word level
based on the spatial relation among character connected
components.
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2.3.1 Character verification

In order to avoid missing real text components, we
only utilize some loose rules in terms of the univer-
sal features of single character and loose threshold
β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 gained from lots of experimental tri-
als.

• The area of a character component ought to be
higher than a predefined threshold, i.e. Sc ≥ β1,
where Sc denotes the total number of pixels con-
tained by a component. In our experiments, β1 =
20. The rule can effectively remove some tiny con-
nected components as noises.

• No matter it is Chinese, English or digital char-
acters, the aspect ratio of character component
should fall into a special range, i.e., β2 ≤
Wmer/Hmer ≤ β3 where Wmer and Hmer de-
note the width and height of minimum enclos-
ing rectangle (MER) of the candidate component
respectively. Considering the possible existence
of capital letters and distorted characters, we set
β2 = 0.5, β3 = 2.

• Since some gaps always exist among different
strokes, the filling ratio of the MER of each char-
acter component should not be too high, i.e.,
Sc/Rmer ≤ β4, where Rmer denotes the area of
the MER of a candidate component, and β4 = 0.8.

• Since the strokes are always associated with dense
edges, we compute the corresponding edge im-
age Ie and check whether there exist enough edge
pixels in the MER of a candidate component by
N c

e/Rmer ≥ β5, where N c
e denotes the number of

corresponding edge pixels, and β5 = 0.1.

For a candidate connected component, it is retained
only if the above four rules are all satisfied; otherwise it
is discarded as background.

2.3.2 Words localization

For the obtained set of connected components S =
{ci, i = 1, 2, . . . }, we further group them into words
based on spatial location relationship and then locate
the corresponding scene text regions. First an undi-
rected graph G = 〈V,E〉 is constructed to describe the
spatial location relationship of different components,
where each node vi in V corresponds to component ci,
and the existence of link eij between node vi and vj de-
pends on the spatial closeness of them. Let dij denote
the geometric distance between the centers of compo-
nent ci and component cj , if

dij > κmax(
wi + wj

2
,
hi + hj

2
), (2)

where wi and hi denote the width and height of the
MER of component ci, there is no link eij , and κ = 2
in our system. For each node vi, if more than two nodes
have the distances less than the above threshold, only
the two closest nodes have the links connected to node
vi.

Based on the constructed graph G, the search com-
putation is performed over it to partition set S into
different maximum groups and all components in the
groups are approximately collinear. Concretely, a bi-
nary image is scanned from top to bottom and from
left to right. For each unprocessed ci, i = 1, 2, · · · , if
there are two nodes vj and vk connected to vi, a straight
line l(0)i can be computed to fit the geometric centers
of their corresponding components, if their distances,
d̂i,d̂j and d̂k from line l(0)i are all less than a threshold,
they are grouped together to form a set Γ

(0)
i , and vi,

vj , vk are labeled as processed components. Then, if
an unprocessed node v′ connected to vj or vk exists,
the new straight line l(1)i is computed to fit the cen-
ters of components Γ

(0)
i ∪ {v′}, and the correspond-

ing distances are computed to check whether they are
collinear. Such computations are repeated to further ob-
tain Γ

(1)
i , Γ

(2)
i , . . . ,Γ

(T )
i , until no unprocessed node can

be added to Γ
(T )
i . Then, all components in Γ

(T )
i form

a word or a scene text region. After all components are
processed, if each of two components is not allocated to
any word but they are spatially very close to each other
and have similar width and height, the two components
can form a word. Finally, those lonely components are
removed as background. Figure 3 gives an example to
demonstrate the computation process of our algorithm.

Figure 3. Words combination process.

We merge the text localization results of two inverse
binary images by “OR” operation in post-processing. If
there is overlap, just merging the text bounding box.

3 Experimental results

In our evaluation experiments, the standard bench-
mark ICDAR 2003 dataset for text localization contain-
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Table 1. Performance comparison of local-
ization methods on ICDAR 2003 dataset.

Method P R F
Epshtein et al.[6] 0.73 0.60 0.66

Our method 0.63 0.65 0.64
Becker[2] 0.62 0.67 0.64

Lukas et al. [12] 0.59 0.55 0.57
Ashida[1] 0.55 0.46 0.50

ing 524 images are used. Figure 4 shows the local-
ization results by the proposed method. Three evalu-
ation metrics are used, i.e., precision P = Nr

Nd
, recall

R = Nr

Ng
and F = P+R

PR , where Nr denotes the number
of text pixels detected correctly, Nd is the total num-
ber of text pixels detected, the number of text pixels la-
beled in groundtruth is denoted by Ng . Table 1 lists the
experimental results of the propose method vs. some
representative methods proposed recently in the aspect
of scene text localization. [6] exploits the feature of
stroke width. The machine learning technique is ap-
plied in [12]. [1] [2] are the outstanding methods in IC-
DAR 2003 and ICDAR 2005 competitions respectively.
The experimental results show that the proposed ap-
proach has the competitive performance compared with
the state-of-the-art methods.

Figure 4. Our localization results.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents an effective approach to locate
scene texts in images based on connected components
analysis. Compared with the existing methods, our
method considers the complementary binary images
and utilizes the graph theory to ensure our system is
robust to text of different sizes, colors, intensities and
arbitrary arrangement directions. The experimental re-
sults on the standard and challenging dataset show that
the proposed method is very effective.
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